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M E M O R A N D U M 

 
(AMENDMENT) 

 
 

TO: Technical Committee on Mechanical Systems 
 
FROM: Richard Bielen, Staff Liaison 
 
DATE: June 17, 2011 
 
SUBJECT: Proposed 2012 Edition of NFPA 99, Standard for Health Care Facilities, Amendment Letter Ballot 99-18 
 _______________________________________________________________________________________________   
 
At the June 2011 Technical Session, held June 14-15, 2011, NFPA 99 was amended by the acceptance of the following: 
 
Amendment: To Accept Comment 99-236 

 
In accordance with Section 4.7 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects, the committee must now be balloted on 
the Association meeting action. Should the ballot not pass, the wording of that portion of the Report affected by the 
amendment would return to the text of the previous edition, if any. If there is no previous edition text, the text is simply 
deleted. 
 
Please review this item, complete the attached ballot(s), and return it to NFPA as soon as possible, but no later than 
Friday, July 1, 2011.  If you disagree or abstain on an amendment please indicate your reason(s) for doing so.  
 
The transcripts from the Annual 2011 Association Technical Meeting (June 14 and June 15) will be available within two 
weeks at: http://www.nfpa.org/itemDetail.asp?categoryID=1424&itemID=33784 
 
Note: Please remember that the return of ballots and attendance at Committee Meetings is required in accordance 
with Section 3.1.3.1 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
 
 
 

 



NFPA 99 
TC BALLOT for Mechanical Systems (HEA-MEC) 
June 2011 ASSOCIATION AMENDMENT 99-18 

  
 
Amendment:  Accept Comment 99-236 
 
NOTE:  This Association Amendment ("Amendment") is being submitted for a ballot of the Technical Committee pursuant to section 
4.7.1 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects ("Regs").  Under the Regs., if an Amendment fails the ballot of the Technical 
Committee, the text affected by the Amendment returns to previous edition text. See Regs at 4.7.1(c).  Please note that the Amendment 
that is the subject of this ballot recommends rejection of Proposal 99-382 which proposes deletion of new Chapter 8, Plumbing. This 
means that, whether this ballot agrees or disagrees with the Amendment, the default recommendation to the Standards Council will be 
to return to previous edition text. Since there was no previous edition text, the text that is the subject of this amendment is 
deleted. While the Standards Council generally defers to the default recommendation prescribed by the Regs, that recommendation is 
not binding, and in the event of an appeal to the Standards Council, the Technical Committee ballot results will be reviewed and 
considered by the Council as part of its deliberations. It is important, therefore, that you provide your vote and reasoning for the 
consideration of the Council. 
 
 

Agree  
  

Do Not Agree*    
 

 Abstain* 
 
 
*Please give reasons for voting “Do Not Agree” or “Abstain”: 
 
  

  

  

 
 
 
Signature: ____________________________________________ 
 
Name - Please Print: ____________________________________ 
 
Date:      

 
 

 
Please return as soon as possible, but no later than Friday, July 1, 2011 to: 
 
Elena Carroll, Administrator, Technical Projects 
National Fire Protection Association 
1 Batterymarch Park 
Quincy, MA 02169 
FAX:  617- 984-7110 
EMAIL:  ecarroll@nfpa.org  
 

 



Comment 99-236 (Accept) 

______________________________________________________________
99-236 Log #312 HEA-MEC  Final Action : Reject
(Chapter 8)
______________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark Jelinske, Cator, Ruma, and Associates
Comment on Proposal No: 99-382
Recommendation: Reject this proposal in it’s entirety.
Substantiation: This proposal goes way beyond the scope of NFPA 99 “The 
scope of this code is to establish criteria to minimize the hazards of fire, 
explosion, and electricity in health care facilities providing services to human 
beings”. The regulation of plumbing systems has no business being in NFPA 
99.
   The submitted substantiation for the proposal states “These systems are used 
in health care facilities with very little guidance until now.” This is grossly 
inaccurate. Health Care Facility plumbing systems are subject to multiple 
prescriptive requirements such as state and local plumbing codes and state and 
local public health codes. In addition, the FGI/AIA Guidelines for Design and 
Construction of Health Care Facilities are considered the industry standard, and 
are adopted as code in many jurisdictions.
   There are multiple terms in this proposal that are not defined in this Code, 
such as “non-potable water”, “black/grey/clear waste water”, “special use 
water systems”. Actually, these terms are defined and regulated quite well in 
the multiple guidelines and codes that the proposer states are not available. So 
even if there is no need to define the terms in this Code, there is also no reason 
to regulate these systems in a Code limited “to minimize the hazards of fire, 
explosion, and electricity in health care facilities”, particularly since they are so 
well defined and regulated elsewhere.
   At best, this proposal is a waste of ink:
   “Potable water systems shall comply with applicable plumbing codes.” (what 
happened to “very little guidance”?)
   “Plumbing fixtures shall be suitable for the intended use.” 
   At worst, this proposal adds one more level of regulation that has the 
potential to conflict with and confuse the implementation of model codes and 
guidelines and developed over decades by plumbing industry experts.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC was following the direction of the TCC which 
was to include plumbing in NFPA 99. The TCC wanted to have a first-stop 
document that addressed many facets of systems and directed the TC to address 
this subject. Section 1.1.6 of the scope addresses plumbing.
Number Eligible to Vote: 12
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 9 
Ballot Not Returned: 3 Barker, K., Burrill, G., Dubiel, R.

Backup Proposal 99-382

______________________________________________________________
99-382 Log #CP401 HEA-MEC   Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 8)
______________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Mechanical Systems, 
Recommendation: Add new chapters as follows: “Chapter 8 - Plumbing” as 
shown below:
   Chapter 8 Plumbing
   8.1 Applicability.
   8.1.1 This chapter shall apply to construction of new health care facilities 
except as noted in 8.1.2 and 8.1.3.
   8.1.2 This chapter shall also apply to the altered, renovated, or modernized 
portions of existing systems or individual components.
   8.1.3 Existing construction or equipment shall be permitted to be continued 
in use when such use does not constitute a distinct hazard to life.
   8.1.4 Definitions.
   8.1.4.1 Nonmedical Compressed Air. Air that is used for purposes other than 
patient care or medical devices that provide direct patient care.
   8.2* System Category Criteria.
   The health care facility’s governing body that has the responsibility for the 
building system components as identified in this chapter shall designate, in 
accordance with the function of each space, building system categories in 
accordance with Sections 4.1 through 4.2.
   8.3 General Requirements.
   8.3.1 Potable Water. Potable water systems shall comply with applicable 
plumbing codes.
   8.3.2 Nonpotable Water. Nonpotable water systems shall comply with 
applicable plumbing codes.
   8.3.3 Water Heating. Maximum hot water temperatures shall comply with 
AIA Guidelines for the Design and Construction of Health Care Facilities.
   8.3.4 Water Conditioning. Water shall be treated or heated to control 
pathogens in the water.

   8.3.5 Nonmedical Compressed Air.
   8.3.5.1 Nonmedical air compressors shall comply with UL and ASME.
   8.3.5.2 Nonmedical compressed air shall not be used for medical instruments 
or for human respiration.
   8.3.6 Special Use Water Systems. When special use water systems are 
required, application of standards shall be provided in accordance with 
appropriate publicly reviewed nationally published standards.
   8.3.7 Grease Interceptors.
   8.3.7.1 Sizing for grease interceptors shall be permitted per local plumbing 
codes on an engineered calculation factoring meals served per day.
   8.3.7.2 Grease interceptors shall be sized to capture grease from kitchen 
cooking and cleaning functions and shall prohibit introduction of grease into 
the sanitary sewer system.
   8.3.8 Fixtures. Plumbing fixtures shall be suitable for the intended use.
   8.3.9 Black Waste Water. Black waste water shall be discharged to a sanitary 
sewer or private on-site waste treatment system as permitted by applicable 
plumbing codes.
   8.3.10 Grey Waste Water.
   8.3.10.1 Grey waste water shall be permitted to be stored on-site and used for 
nonpotable water systems as permitted by applicable plumbing codes.
   8.3.10.2 Grey waste water shall not be used for any system that aerosolizes 
the water in a breathing zone or has direct contact with humans.
   8.3.10.3 Excess grey waste water shall be discharged to a sanitary sewer or 
private on-site waste treatment system as permitted by applicable plumbing 
codes.
   8.3.11 Clear Waste Water.
   8.3.11.1 Clear waste water shall be permitted to be stored on-site and used 
for nonpotable water systems as permitted by applicable plumbing codes.
   8.3.11.2 Clear waste water that has been treated to potable water standards 
shall be permitted to be used as nonpotable water.
   8.3.11.3 Clear waste water that has not been treated to potable water 
standards shall not be used for any system that aerosolizes the water in a 
breathing zone or has direct contact with humans.
   8.3.11.4 Excess clear waste water shall be discharged to a storm sewer, held 
in detention ponds, or recharged into the water table as permitted by applicable 
plumbing codes.
   8.4 Category 1.
   8.4.1 Potable Water. Redundant or standby potable water sources shall 
be provided for Category 1 uses such that if the primary source of potable 
water fails, then the Category 1 uses of nonpotable water shall be capable of 
operating.
   8.4.2 Nonpotable Water. Redundant or standby nonpotable water sources 
shall be provided for Category 1 uses such that if the primary source of 
nonpotable water fails, then the Category 1 uses of nonpotable water shall be 
capable of operating.
   8.4.3 Water Heating. Redundant or standby water heating sources shall be 
provided for Category 1 uses such that if the largest piece of potable water 
heating equipment fails, the remaining potable water heating equipment shall 
be capable of maintaining the minimum temperature at all times.
   8.4.4 Water Conditioning. Redundant or standby water conditioning systems 
shall be provided for Category 1 spaces such that if the largest piece of water 
conditioning equipment fails, the remaining water conditioning equipment shall 
be capable of maintaining the load.
   8.4.5 Nonmedical Compressed Air. Redundant or standby nonmedical 
compressed air sources shall be provided for Category 1 spaces such that if 
the largest piece of nonmedical compressed air source equipment fails, the 
remaining non-medical compressed air source equipment shall be capable of 
maintaining the required flow and pressure to serve all Category 1 uses.
   8.4.6 Special Use Water Systems. Redundant or standby special use water 
sources shall be provided for Category 1 spaces such that if the largest piece of 
special use water equipment fails, the remaining special use water equipment 
shall be capable of maintaining the flow and pressure to serve all Category 1 
uses.
   8.5 Category 2.
   8.5.1 Potable Water. Provisions to allow the potable water system to continue 
to operate shall be provided.
   8.5.1.1 On-site redundant or standby potable water sources shall not be 
required.
   8.5.1.2 Mobile or temporary systems shall be acceptable.
   8.5.2 Nonpotable Water. Provisions to allow the nonpotable water system to 
continue to operate shall be provided.
   8.5.2.1 On-site redundant or standby nonpotable water sources shall not be 
required.
   8.5.2.2 Mobile or temporary systems shall be acceptable.
   8.5.3 Water Heating. Provisions to allow the water heating system to 
continue to operate shall be provided.
   8.5.3.1 On-site redundant or standby water heating sources shall not be 
required.
   8.5.3.2 Mobile or temporary systems shall be acceptable.
   8.5.4 Water Conditioning. Provisions to allow the water conditioning system 
to continue to operate shall be provided.
   8.5.4.1 On-site redundant or standby water conditioning sources shall not be 
required.
   8.5.4.2 Mobile or temporary systems shall be acceptable.



compressed air systems shall not be required.
   8.6.6 Special Use Water Systems. Redundant or standby special use water 
systems shall not be required.
   A.8.2 Table A.8.2 represents a typical analysis for a health care facility. The 
governing body, or its designate, should complete a system’s analysis based 
on its functional program. A table similar to Table A.8.2 can be developed to 
transfer information from the governing body to designers and/or authorities 
having jurisdiction.
Substantiation: Previously NFPA 99 did not address plumbing. This is new 
chapter on plumbing addresses issues such as potable water, non-potable water, 
water conditioning, non medical compressed air, grease interceptors, black and 
gray waste water, clear water and special use water supplies. These systems are 
used in health care facilities with very little guidance until now. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 9
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 6 
Ballot Not Returned: 3 Bernecker, C., Burrill, G., Dubiel, R.
 

   8.5.5 Nonmedical Compressed Air. Provisions to allow the nonmedical 
compressed air system to continue to operate shall be provided.
   8.5.5.1 On-site redundant or standby nonmedical compressed air sources 
shall not be required.
   8.5.5.2 Mobile or temporary systems shall be acceptable.
   8.5.6 Special Use Water Systems. Provisions to allow the special use water 
system to continue to operate shall be provided.
   8.5.6.1 On-site redundant or standby special use water sources shall not be 
required.
   8.5.6.2 Mobile or temporary systems shall be acceptable.
   8.6 Category 3.
   8.6.1 Potable Water. Redundant or standby potable water systems shall not be 
required.
   8.6.2 Nonpotable Water. Redundant or standby nonpotable systems shall not 
be required.
   8.6.3 Water Heating. Redundant or standby water heating systems shall not 
be required.
   8.6.4 Water Conditioning. Redundant or standby water conditioning systems 
shall not be required.
   8.6.5 Nonmedical Compressed Air. Redundant or standby nonmedical 

Table A.8.2  Category Designation by Function — Plumbing

Function Potable Nonpotable Special 
Use 

Water 
Conditioning

Water 
Heating

Process 
Air

Fuel

Airborne infection isolation room 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Burn patient care rooms 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Central sterile 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 2 n/a

Class A surgical procedures 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Class B surgical procedures 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Class C surgical procedures 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Critical care rooms (Category 1 room) 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Emergency dept. trauma room 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Intensive care 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Morgue 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

PACU 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Pharmacy 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Protective environment room 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Radiology 2 n/a n/a n/a 3 n/a n/a

Hemodialysis 2 n/a 2 n/a 3 n/a




